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F.I.R.E.
Elections – 8 May

I recently came across this acronym (FIRE) which

•••

should really be the ultimate goal for any investor.

South Africa heads to the polls on 8 May, and just

Unfortunately for many it may be too late to

as with every election you will hear stories that

achieve but hopefully you can pass this on to your

“these are the most important elections ever”…

children or grandchildren.
Just as will all previous elections since 1994

F.I.R.E. stands for Financially Independent, Retire

however it is fairly clear that the ANC will still be

Early and really represents a way of thinking about

the majority party, but it will be more interesting

investments which really resonates with me. The

to see what happens in local politics after the

focus moves from simply saving what you think

actual election.

you can afford and becomes the goal of achieving

It is the implications of the elections which are a lot

“financial independence” as soon as possible.

more difficult to predict and these could have a

What is “Financial Independence”? In this context
it is reaching a point where your investments alone

much greater impact on sentiment in the shortterm and then ultimately the on the economy
which will affect long-term prospects.

generate enough income to meet your monthly
expenses sustainably (this must be an income that
can increase at least as fast as inflation). At this
point you will be in a position where you are no
longer dependent on a monthly salary and would
be able to “retire early” if you so desire.

As always, my advice is not to worry too much
about the factors you can’t control, but rather focus
on what you can control:
•
•
•

Avoid impulsive decisions
Maintain a diversified portfolio
Keep control of your spending

The ability to retire early does not mean you will

As indicated last month, I will be out of SA on 8

stop working, but it certainly can relieve a lot of

May (the trip was planned before the election date

stress knowing that you are no longer dependent

was announced). I do hope for a positive outcome

on the monthly salary.

(and mainly that the election is peaceful, free and
fair) – but hope is not an investment strategy

What I really like about this is approach is that you

whereas maintaining a diversified portfolio and

begin to think about your investments in terms of

avoiding one-way bets is.

the current and future income they produce rather
than just simply about the capital value.

the elections on 8 May – the first time since 1994.

When you are investing in equity, what you are “buying” is the current income in the form of dividends, but also the
future dividends which are expected to grow faster than inflation. When you invest in property you are similarly
buying the current and future rental income (which once again is expected to grow over time).
Artwork, fine wine and Bitcoins may increase in value over time (or not), but they do not pay any current or future
income so I would exclude these from any FIRE plans….
Many proponents will talk about the “rule of 300” which 1s a rough guideline as to how much you will need to have
invested to be in a position to retire early (irrespective of how young you are). This simply states that if you take your
current monthly expenses and multiply this by 300 you will get an idea of how much you would need to have invested
in a well-diversified portfolio (many different sources of income) in order to be able to retire.
It can be a bit more complex than this especially as this ignores the tax implications of “how” the income is earned, but
what I do like is that it shows just how much your expense “needs” contribute to your capital needs. Reducing your
current expense needs will also affect both sides of the equation – you will reduce the amount of capital required and
also increase the amount you can save to ensure you achieve the required level of capital sooner.
An expression which has stuck with me is that “your expenses will always expand to fill your income” – if you have
money left over at the end of the month you will find something to spend it on. A much better approach is to put
together a budget and work out how much you can save and then set up a debit order to ensure you save this amount.
(Note – your contributions towards investments do not count as part of your FIRE expenses).

